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PROFILES

Each student, faculty, or staff person in the Department will receive a profile on the Department website.

This profile is used by faculty to search for teaching assistants, and other positions. Update your profile with links to your class projects, as well as links to your personal portfolio website.

To edit the profile, users log in using the login button at the top right.
The African Urban Metabolism Network (AUM Network) was founded by the Urban Metabolism Group at MIT and researchers at Stellenbosch University in Cape Town, South Africa.

JOHN FERNANDEZ, PHEBE DUDEK, JOSEPHINE MUSANGO, PAUL CURRIE

African Urban Metabolism Network
User account

Log in  Request new password

E-mail *

Enter your e-mail address.

Password *

Enter the password that accompanies your e-mail.

Log in
First-time users will need to request a new password. To do this, enter your MIT username (sans @mit.edu) and click the “Request New Password” button.
User account

Log in  Request new password

E-mail  *

darrenb

Enter your e-mail address.

Password  *

Enter the password that accompanies your e-mail.

Log in
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PROFILES

To edit your profile, click the “Edit” button.
Olivia was born and educated in New Jersey. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at Princeton University where she wrote a thesis about tiny Japanese houses. Feeling there was no longer anything “new” about her home state, she escaped to MIT. Besides architecture, she adores dancing, snowboarding, and colors, particularly purple.
FIRST NAME *
Olivia

LAST NAME *
Huang

Email/Password *

Division and Discipline *

Bio/Picture

Areas of Interest

Resume

Information

Links/Attachments

Featured

Media

Additional

Privacy Settings

Administrative

Publication Settings

CURRENT PASSWORD

Enter your current password to change the E-mail address or Password. Request new password.

E-MAIL ADDRESS *

olivia@mit.edu

A valid e-mail address. All e-mails from the system will be sent to this address. The e-mail address is not made public and will only be used if you wish to receive a new password or wish to receive certain news or notifications by e-mail.

PASSWORD

Password strength:

CONFIRM PASSWORD

To change the current user password, enter the new password in both fields.

Save
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Upload a photo and add a bio.
Olivia was born, raised, and educated in New Jersey. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at Princeton University where she wrote a thesis about tiny Japanese houses. Feeling there was no longer anything "new" about her home state, she escaped to MIT. Besides architecture, she adores dancing, snowboarding, and colors, particularly purple.
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You can upload attachments, and link to your personal website. These will show up on the right side of your profile.
FIRST NAME *
Olivia

LAST NAME *
Huang

Email/Password *

Division and Discipline *

Bio/Picture

Areas of Interest

Resume

Information

Links/Attachments

Featured

Media

Additional

Privacy Settings

Administrative

Publication Settings

Save

LINKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The link title is limited to 128 characters maximum.

Add another item

ATTACHMENTS

ADD A NEW FILE

Choose File: no file selected

Upload

Files must be less than 20 MB.
Allowed file types: pdf, txt, doc, docx, xls, xlsx, odt, ppt, pptx, png, jpg, vsd.
Enas is an M. Arch student from Saudi Arabia. She received her BSA from MIT in 2012. During her five years at SA+P, she has been involved in different parts of architectural education, including design, building technology, history and theory, and fabrication, among others. Over the last few years, she has worked with some influential and creative professionals in the architectural and engineering industry, both in and out of the institute. She spent summers 2010 and 2011 as an intern at SOM in Chicago, and summer 2014 at KMD in San Francisco. During the academic year, she has conducted research work with several professors at MIT, including Professor William O’Brien Jr., Professor Brandon Clifford, Professor Nasser Rabbat and Professor James Wescott.
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Your projects and publications will be displayed on pages accessible from your profile.
MArch
Enas Alkhudairy

Projects

Fall 2014
- Bringing the Riverfront Back to Philadelphia
  by Enas Alkhudairy
  4.154 / Fall 2014

Spring 2014
- The New Kitchen
  by Enas Alkhudairy
  4.154 / Spring 2014

- Unanticipated Connections
  by Enas Alkhudairy
  4.154 / Spring 2014

Fall 2013
- Buffer Zone
  by Enas Alkhudairy
  4.153 / Fall 2013
You can display images from your projects as banner images on your profile page using the “Media” tab, or upload an image that is not part of any project.
Olivia Huang

Olivia was born, raised, and educated in New Jersey. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at Princeton University where she wrote a thesis about tiny Japanese houses. Feeling there was no longer anything 'new' about her home state, she escaped to MIT. Besides architecture, she adores dancing, snowboarding, and colors, particularly purple.
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Adjust privacy settings to show only the content you wish, and decide if you want your projects and publications to be displayed on your profile.
The changes have been saved.

**FIRST NAME**
Olivia

**LAST NAME**
Huang

**USER IS LISTED ON**
- SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
- DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
- DEPARTMENT OF URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING
- CENTER FOR ADVANCED URBANISM
- SAMUEL TAI LEE MIT REAL ESTATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP LAB
- SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR URBAN AND REGIONAL STUDIES

User will appear in the appropriate listing (faculty, staff, student, etc.) on all the checked sites. NOTE: users may opt out from those listing through their Privacy Settings.

- PROFILE IS LISTED.
  If checked your profile will be listed on the People page to anonymous visitors. NOTE: profile will always be visible to logged-in users.

- CONTACT INFO IS PUBLIC.
  If checked your Contact info (email, phone, office) will be visible to anonymous visitors. NOTE: Contact info will always be visible to logged-in users.

- COUNTRY IS PUBLIC
  If checked your country of origin will be visible to anonymous and logged-in visitors.

Save
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PROJECTS

To create a project, either for yourself or for your group, click “Project” in the drop down, from the plus sign.

Anyone can make a project. The project will *not be automatically attached* to any profile or subject. You will need to add them.
Olivia was born, raised, and educated in New Jersey. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at Princeton University where she wrote a thesis about tiny Japanese houses. Feeling there was no longer anything ‘new’ about her home state, she escaped to MIT. Besides architecture, she adores dancing, snowboarding, and colors, particularly purple.
Olivia was born, raised, and educated in New Jersey. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at Princeton University where she wrote a thesis about tiny Japanese houses. Feeling there was no longer anything “new” about her home state, she escaped to MIT. Besides architecture, she adores dancing, snowboarding, and colors, particularly purple.
In order to create a project, you will need a title, an abstract and at least one image. That’s it!
PROJECT
Emergency Preparedness Hub

Currently at Market Street Prototyping Festival, San Francisco
April 9 - 11th, 2015

The first 72-hours after a disaster are the most critical in survival and recovery. The Emergency Preparedness Hub is part of a public space campaign for neighborhood preparedness that facilitates community action following a disaster such as an earthquake. Entirely off-grid, the hub is built around the short-term and immediate need for water, energy and communication. Using strategically placed physical units, various neighborhood groups can actively engage in discussions and exercises to build awareness and preparedness into their everyday life. The Urban Risk Lab will work with each community which adopts the idea to design a permanent public infrastructure for their neighborhood.
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To link your project to your profile, you will need to enter your MIT username into the People tab.

Enter non-MIT folks into the Non Users area.
**Emergency Preparedness Hub**

**Members**

- mmaz (uid:1545)
- jilewali (uid:1945)
- cbdewart (uid:1926)

*To add students to your Project, begin typing their name here and then select the student you want to add from the list. Members of your project will have edit privileges for this Project.*

**Members (Non-Users)**

- David Moses
- Nicholas Polansky
- Aditya Barve
- Maya Teklotani

*Add another item*
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To link your project to the subject for which it was made, if relevant, enter the subject name using the “Details” tab.
Graduate Thesis

Prerequisites: Permission of instructor

Required of: All graduate degrees except SMACT

Program of research and writing of thesis; to be arranged by the student with supervising committee.

Projects in 4.THG

- **Library of Wonder | M.Arch Thesis**
  by Chang Liu
  Fall 2016

- **Computing with Matter, Shapes and Forces | SMArchS Thesis**
  by Jonathan Deassi Olive
  Spring 2017

- **The Island the Day After: A New Experiment for Cuba | M.Arch Thesis**
  by Jessica Jorge
  Spring 2017

- **Spaces Between Places | M.Arch Thesis**
  by Kristina Eidrenkamp
  Fall 2016

- **Boullée’s Forgotten Fountain | SMArchS Thesis**
  by Nicholas Pacula
  Spring 2017

- **Finance and Architecture: A Tragic Love Story | M.Arch Thesis**
  by Jessica Pace
  Fall 2016
End